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Sooner or later, all astrophotographers have to get to grips with
polar alignment of the equatorial mount. Accurate alignment of a
mobile system takes patience, practice and a systematic approach.
For DSLR astrophotography on a fixed tripod, there is the ‘Rule
of 400’ – divide 400 by the focal length of your lens to find the
maximum exposure in seconds before the stars begin to trail. As
a rule of thumb, it is about right for most situations. In this paper,
I develop a similar rule of thumb for the not-quite-perfectly-aligned
equatorial mount.

Many factors influence the accurate tracking of an equatorial
mount: calibration, alignment, balance, flexure, periodic error and
so on. These are important, but are outside the scope of this
paper. There are many polar alignment techniques of varying
levels of accuracy (e.g. polar scope, engraved reticle, drift align-
ment) and equally many sources of advice on how to use them.
Robert Vice’s method of drift alignment using a DSLR is perhaps
one of the most accessible.1 This paper, however, is aimed at the
user of a fully computerised GOTO mount, which uses its Star
Alignment function to generate feedback about the accuracy of
the mount’s polar alignment. Having displayed the polar align-
ment error (‘PAE’) on the handset, the system invites the user to
make a series of guided adjustments before going round the align-
ment process again… and again… and again…
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In just a couple of iterations, a mount such as the Skywatcher
AZ EQ6-GT can be aligned to about one arcminute of PAE, but is
that enough? How does the user know when to stop adjusting?

We should begin by looking at what happens to the stars in
an image when polar alignment is not perfect. For the purposes
of this analysis, the sky is treated as a flat disc rotating around
the celestial pole every 24 hours. Hook2 unpicks the mathematics
of the problem in more detail, but this paper takes advantage of
the approximations offered by the small angle of the error to plot
an easier route to the solution.

Take Vega as an example, moving around the north celestial
pole in 24 hours (Figure 1). Now superimpose the mount’s rota-
tion, but imagine that the mount’s axis is out of alignment with
the celestial pole by one arcminute. Point the camera at Vega and
start a 24-hour exposure – ignoring daylight – from midnight.

Vega drifts in the viewfinder (Figure 2), but at the end of the
24-hour exposure, everything is back where it started. The sky
has rotated a full 360° and so has the mount. In this flat disc
approximation, Vega’s trail in the 24-hour photo is a circle of
radius one arcminute: exactly the same amount as the PAE. Know-
ing the radius, we can calculate that Vega has moved a total of
6.284 arcminutes round a circular path in the photo. That’s 6.284
arcminutes in 24 hours, or 0.262 arcseconds per minute. The cal-

culation doesn’t care about Vega’s stellar
coordinates relative to the celestial pole,
as the only variable is the size of the PAE.
Unlike a star trail photo taken from a fixed
tripod, where the stars move in concen-
tric circles around the pole, all the stars in
this frame move in identical small circles
of equal radius.

That is worth repeating: for a given
PAE (in this example, one arcminute), all
the stars in the frame move at the same
rate, 0.262 arcseconds per minute, re-
gardless of the telescope, the camera or
the stars’ celestial coordinates.

The question for digital astrophotog-
raphers is how many pixels that movement
represents. That depends on the image
scale, determined by the size of the pixels
in the camera sensor and the focal length

This paper develops and presents a rule of thumb  as to how accurate the polar
alignment of an equatorial mount must be, in order to avoid trailing stars in
astrophotography.

Figure 1.  Vega’s movement in 24 hours. Figure 2.  Vega drifts full circle in the viewfinder.
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of the telescope or lens. The formula is:

Image scale = 206 × pixel size [in microns]
      Focal length [in mm]

My Nikon D90, for example, has pixels of 5.5 microns, and my
Altair Wave 115 has a focal length of 805mm, thus:

Image scale = 206 × 5.5 = 1.41 arcsec per pixel
     805

So for each arcminute of PAE, the stars move at 0.262 arcsecs
per minute across the frame, where each pixel registers 1.41 arcsecs
of sky. Thus it takes 1.41/0.262= 5.38 minutes (or 322 seconds) for
the stars to move by one pixel.

Erring on the side of caution, it might be wiser to choose 120-
second or 180-second exposures. The point is that I now have
the information needed to make that practical decision, knowing
that the star drift with this equipment is one pixel every 322 sec-
onds per arcminute of PAE.

Here is the full formula:

Time to drift 1 pixel  =     206 × pixel size [microns] × 24 × 60
2π × focal length [mm] × PAE [arcmin]

Knowing the pixel size and the focal length of the equipment to
be used for an astrophotography session, a few minutes with a
calculator before setting out will be time well spent, putting to-
gether a table of drift times for each combination of camera and
telescope or lens.

This is the table I carry in my kit:

When my handset displays the PAE in altitude and azimuth,
inviting me to twiddle the knobs and start over, I can now decide
whether to bother with further adjustment. There’s a little mental
arithmetic to calculate the actual PAE – the diagonal of the alti-
tude error and the azimuth error – but an approximation will do.

So my rule of thumb for the equatorial mount is: ‘divide the
table figure by the PAE to give the maximum exposure time’. For
a camera sensor of 4,288×2,848 pixels, one pixel of drift is a per-
fectly acceptable target. In practice, the rule works the other way
round: knowing the limit of 322 seconds for the refractor, I can
choose standard subframes of 120 seconds for a significant safety
margin, and know that the mount has to be aligned to a very
achievable 1 arcminute of PAE.

Hook2 (p.20) assumed that on film emulsion, a 30-micron move-
ment was acceptable, which represents over five pixels of star
trail on the Nikon DSLR. It is pleasing to note that the approxima-
tions given by my rule of thumb match exactly the results sug-
gested by Hook using his more complex formulae.

Given all the other things that can go wrong with astrophotog-
raphy, polar alignment should always be as accurate as possible.
The better you attend to every link in the chain, the better the final
images will be. Sometimes, though, you just need to know when
you can stop adjusting and start taking pictures. I hope this rule of
thumb will help you decide when that moment has arrived.

Address: 17 Burneside Road, Kendal, Cumbria LA9 4RL. [simon.white@
simoninthelakes.co.uk; www.simoninthelakes.co.uk]
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Nikon D90 on:   Focal length Time to drift 1 pixel: divide
by reported PAE in arcmin

Altair Wave 115/805 805 mm 322 sec
…plus 0.79 focal reducer 636 mm 408 sec
300mm lens 300 mm 14 min
200mm lens 200 mm 21 min
50mm lens 50 mm 86 min
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